
Featured innovations in “Solving for Climate Zero”

CARBON CAPTURE
What if there was a naturally occurring substance that could remove
carbon from the air by simply being placed on a beach? Olivine, a
magnesium-iron silicate, is doing just that. Project Vesta is taking this
cheap green mineral, grinding it into carbon-removing sand, and
then spreading it in coastal waters. Ocean waves break down the
mineral, which in turn pulls CO2 from the air. If deployed on just 0.1

to 0.25 percent of the global coastline, nearly one billion tons of CO2 from the atmosphere could be
removed.

COMMERCIAL FUSION POWER PLANTS
We need electricity even when the sun isn’t shining and the wind
isn’t blowing. That’s where nuclear power comes in:  it is unlimited,
clean, and relatively inexpensive. Nuclear power is generated in
massive plants using a process called fission, where atomic nuclei
are split apart. But researchers at MIT want to create portable
mini-reactors that can be moved around at the user’s convenience,
using fusion instead.  New groundbreaking high-temperature
superconducting (HTS) magnet technology acts as a “sun in a
bottle,” causing hydrogen atoms or plasma to fuse together that

produces heat, which is then turned into electricity. Commonwealth Fusion Systems (CFS) is leading the
charge with these fusion power plants that can be constructed faster and at lower costs.

CARBON-CUTTING CONCRETE + STEEL
Concrete is everywhere – bridges, roads, dams and construction –
and releases an extreme amount of CO2 during production.
EcoCem is making a climate-friendly alternative to conventional
cement that can reduce emissions by up to two thirds, by
substituting calcium for a byproduct of the steel industry known as
“granulated blast-furnace slag.” Even better: adding slag also makes
the concrete stronger and more durable. The 2024 Olympic Village
will feature this alternative cement that can reduce emissions

during production by up to two-thirds as well as the metro system around Paris, the largest
infrastructure project in the world.

Carbon Emission-Free Steel replaces traditional steel, which produces 1.8 tons of CO2 for every ton of
steel created. But while the properties of the product remain the same, this new steel, created by Boston
Metal, actually releases oxygen as a byproduct instead of CO2. It is made in a “cell” during a process

https://www.vesta.earth/the-project
https://cfs.energy/
https://www.ecocem.ie/
https://www.ecocem.ie/
https://www.bostonmetal.com/
https://www.bostonmetal.com/


called “Molten Oxide Electrolysis”, which uses clean electricity and replaces the superheated furnace
used to create traditional steel.

INNOVATIVE MEAT
Cultivated meat
Grown from animal cells in a lab, cultivated meat behaves and
tastes just like “real” meat. Would you buy it? It greatly reduces
greenhouse gasses and companies are finding that it’s cheaper
to produce because they don’t waste time or money on feeding
livestock and waiting for them to grow. Other ways to reduce
methane created by cattle digestion is to include seaweed into
the animals’ diet. The Good

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Rechargeable lithium metal batteries

By now, electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming mainstream in the
U.S. But how can we make this option even more appealing? One
way, say researchers at MIT, is by improving the lithium ion
batteries the vehicles rely on. By increasing the energy density of
the batteries, EVs can last longer between charges on the road
which makes for a better investment for the consumer and the
climate.

Renewable hydrogen
Batteries can power our vehicles, but are too heavy to use in planes, which are one of the
fastest-growing sources of greenhouse gas emissions. ZeroAvia wants to solve this problem by
retrofitting existing planes for a new type of fuel: renewable hydrogen. These hydrogen-electric engines
would not only decarbonize commercial aviation but could filter out other pollutants as well. ZeroAvia
has brought their proposal to several airports already, who are excited to get started.

WIND-POWERED SHIPS
With the rise of global warming, the cargo ship industry has made
a commitment to cut its emissions in half by roughly 2040. While
many methods to reduce carbon emissions have been explored,
the Oceanbird project uses wind as the main source of energy as
it is the easiest form of energy to harvest, while using
sophisticated, retractable wings and hard sails, which makes the
rigs look like aircraft wings turned 90 degrees. Additionally, using

wind energy can actually make ships move faster. Not only is the Oceanbird a carbon-free ship, but it is
also the largest sailboat humanity has ever built at roughly 200 meters long and 100 meters high.

https://gfi.org/
https://www.zeroavia.com/
https://www.theoceanbird.com/


ENERGY-EFFICIENT HEATING AND COOLING
The Bullitt Center in Seattle is one of the most sustainable
commercial buildings in the world and requires zero carbon for
air conditioning and heating. It is covered with 575 solar panels
which make up a 14,000 square foot array. To cool this building,
the solar panels collect sunlight and generate surplus power in
warm weather. To warm it, there are energy-efficient heat pumps

that move a water-glycol mixture under the ground to absorb heat from the earth. Then, this mixture is
circulated throughout tubing in the floors to provide heating. Two years after opening, this
environmental model ran so efficiently that tenants paid nothing for electricity and the building
generated 60 percent more than it used.

Refrigerant-free and compressor-free air conditioning
As temps get steamy, we still want to stay cool. Yet, what brings relief from global warming, contributes
to the problem at large. There are over 1.6 air-conditioning units in use worldwide, primarily generating
energy through fossil fuels. M-Squared Thermal has created refrigerant-free and compressor-free air
conditioning units that separate cooling and dehumidifying the air into two separate processes to reduce
the amount of carbon emitted. This new method is three to five times more efficient than the average
air conditioning unit used today.  `

CLIMATE SMART FOOD VARIETIES + TECH
Drought-tolerant and stress-tolerant maize
While 1.2 billion people in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America
consume maize, drought and climate variability decreases its
productivity. The Consultative Group for International Agricultural
Research (1CGR) created 200 new maize varieties that are
resilient to drought. While the breeding of the varieties were
fundamental, local cooking preferences were also taken into
account in order for farmers to use it.

Scuba Rice
Using biotechnology, “scuba rice” can survive up to two weeks after being underwater due to flooding.
This is particularly important in areas of Asia that are accustomed to flooding. Eight million farmers are
now using the new variety, while increasing incomes and food security.

Climate Smart Villages
Researchers co-develop climate information with small farmholders in Latin America, Asia, and Africa.
They also introduce digital tools to allow farmers  in their communities to use information about climate
variability—such as when to plant, when to apply the water, and when to apply the fertilizers — to
increase their crop yields.
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https://bullittcenter.org/
https://m2thermal.com/
https://www.cgiar.org/
https://www.cgiar.org/

